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Life is a Fight to Keep your Spirit Strong
Almost everything outside of your own
pure thoughts is someone elses ideas or
illusions except for science, mathematics,
the physical laws of nature and the
supernatural Creator-God of the Universe.
The structure of government you live under
probably called a representative democracy
is a pile of bull someone created. Its a big
fraud. We could do a lot better than that.
We could easily rule ourselves online.
Thats real democracy when you have no
representatives. Everyone casts votes on
all the big issues. There is the pure you in
your true nature and the artificial values of
the world. Most people start living by the
artificial values of the world which is
everything outside of the pure you as soon
as they start having consciousness at about
the age of two and never really contemplate
who they might be away from everything
they were taught to believe in so by the
time the average person reaches adulthood,
theyre basically capitalist pop culture
clones trying to be cool and successful as
defined by the system. A few young
people get heavily indoctrinated by
religion. Naive people want to major in
psychology at college. They dont realize
its a bunch of capitalist crap, another
growth industry that keeps coming out with
new meaningless knowledge about human
life all the time.
Everybody has all the
wisdom of the human condition inside of
them if theyre willing to analyze their own
lives as the loners we all are despite the
pretenses we live under about being deeply
connected to other people, groups, clubs,
sports teams and society. We all have the
same DNA given to us by God. There is
nobody or no group of people that can
reach higher insights than any reasonably
intelligent individual trying to discover
who he or she is purely. Its you alone with
an engine that runs your life called your
free spirit but most people dont know that.
Theyre trying to fit into the system and
way of life theyve been sold all their lives.
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You have to earn a living but you dont
have to sell your soul to the outside world.
The most natural thing in life is to love
yourself. Its all fine and good because its
natural. Youre born that way. Society tries
to make it seem uncool but its human
nature. The Book of Corinthians in the
Bible says love others like you love
yourself. This is very hard to do. I say try
to respect others. If you cant love them,
dont be mean or evil to them. Just stay out
of their way. Its better to be silent than to
say or do something negative to somebody
who has done something against you. I
believe the Law of Nature and the Law of
God is to take what you need and leave the
rest. I believe all greed, frivolity and
material excess is evil.
There is a
righteousness sense of inner accountability
inside of everyone. You intuitively know
when you upset the balance of life by
taking way more than you need. This
causes inner disharmony within ones soul.
People with way too much money and
things know there is something wrong with
living in extreme frivolous, material excess
while many people are homeless and
hungry.
Everybody has got carnal
fantasies of debauchery and hedonism.
Live by your true nature. Do what comes
naturally. Just dont break any laws or hurt
other people or animals doing it. Free
spiritism is the pursuit of natural pleasures.
Sex is good. Dont be ashamed of it. Be
true to who you are. People say Im a
hypocrite saying I claim to be a Christian
with this free attitude about sex. I say God
made me this way. My true standard is the
inner voice God gave me. I respect all life
while being true to myself. I need to feel
that my life has meaning. Your sense of
natural inspiration should always be alive
and active. When you lose that spark, you
lose everything including your connection
to the energy God gave you to do
something with thats worthwhile to you
and the world. Life is really simple for
enlightened people. I am simply spiri
We've started our countdown to National Handbag Day on October 10, and that means we'll have special features for
you every day, right up to the big event! Today, we're here to talk about the intersection of celebrity and accessories, and
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more specifically, how the two can become intertwined in public consciousness for years. The kinds of stars who carry
a particular bag do a lot to shape the market's perception of it and the designer who created it, which is why so many
brands give out free bags to stars now: they're hoping to create positive associations. In the cases you see below, though,
things came along a little bit more naturally. You can't rush love, after all. Think of a bag-celeb duo we missed? Let us
know in the comments!
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Life is a Fight to Keep your Spirit Strong (English Edition) eBook Miyamoto Musashi - Wikiquote The highest
aim of any spiritual path is surrender. Although you may associate the word surrender with defeat or weakness, it is the
most powerful spiritual action Re-engineering Your Life: To See and Seize Opportunities - Google Books Result
Sometimes youre trying so hard to get your life together and still its not tags: fight, fight-to-the-finish, fighting-spirit,
hold-on, holding-on, life-lessons, life-tips What I never knew, though, was that I was actually stronger than I thought I
was. How to Strengthen and Protect Your Spiritual Magnetism - Ananda Heal Your Spirit & Empower Your
Life! - Google Books Result It is not an easy situation to be in but you have to live with it for now and fight it for as
Cancer may run the show but do not let it run you or your life. Keeping your body strong, your mind right and your
spirit going is a job only you can do. Quotes About Fighting Spirit (461 quotes) - Goodreads A strong spirit is a
major key to a productive life in the Kingdom of God. born-again and makes Jesus the Lord of their life but fails to
develop and maintain their spirit, A Champion is one who wins, one who fights, one who has defeated and Life is a
Fight to Keep your Spirit Strong eBook: Tony - Amazon India If they are factors you consider out of your control,
then think of ways to help relieve you to keep your spirit strong and distance yourself from those that do not. Principles
And Power Of Vision - Google Books Result Gods Spirit dwells in its pages, and He yearns for you to find Him in
keep your nose in the Book, and draw the strength you need to keep your spirit strong. Run To The Battle (3 Books in
1) - Google Books Result So walk by the Spirit means stay hooked up to the divine source of power and go . The
Spirit reigns over the flesh in your life when you live by faith in the Son of God The fight of faith is fought with the
promises of God. Elevation Worship Lyrics - Give Me Faith - AZLyrics Youre strong! Youre better than he is!
Sometimes, you will get beaten up pretty badly in life, but stay in the fight. Fight until you feel the joy of rub life back
into your spirit so you can jump back out and say, Hey! Come on, Life! Just like the The Champion Spirit Matthew
Allaria Ministries Almost everything outside of your own pure thoughts is someone elses ideas or illusions except for
science, mathematics, the physical laws of nature and the keep your spirits up - Idioms 4 You Whether you own the
business, lead it, or work to keep it running from You only have to do a very few things right in your life so long as you
Images for Life is a Fight to Keep your Spirit Strong It is easy to keep your spirits bright when life is going along
smoothly and good news seems to turn up at every turn. It is an entirely different 21 Really Inspiring Quotes to Lift
Your Spirits The Bible says: Rivers of living water will flow from the heart of those who believe in me (John 7:38,
margin).* Remember As you build them up, your own spirit will get stronger. 4. Nurture a Keep your priorities
straight. Quotes About Stay Strong (38 quotes) - Goodreads Whether her recovery has anything to do with a fighting
spirit, however, is another matter entirely. prevent any illness or help someone recover from one more readily. a spirit
just as strong die think of Elizabeth Edwards, for example. edition with the headline: A Fighting Spirit Wont Save
Your Life. [Mobi] life is a fight to keep your spirit strong Read Online How to Strengthen and Protect Your Spiritual
Magnetism . who is on the same spiritual wavelength as you, to help keep your magnetism strong. If you know no such
people, read their lives visit places where they have lived mix with those Slaying the Giants in Your Life - Google
Books Result Below are a few ways to strengthen your own magnetism and avoid taking on who is on the same
spiritual wavelength as you, to help keep your magnetism strong. If you know no such people, read their lives visit
places where they have 11 Powerful Tips to Keep Your Spirits Bright HuffPost Long May You Run Everybody who
lives in a capitalist world realizes the but the question is how do you keep your spirit strong, youthful and free for life?
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10 Ways to Nurture Your Spiritual Life The Chopra Center Build your inner man and keep your spirit strong. I
could live behind the pulpitif I could sleep, eat, and do everything thereId have the most wonderful life. The War
Within: Flesh Versus Spirit Desiring God Download life is a fight to keep your spirit strong PDF/ePub eBooks with
no limit and without survey . Instant access to millions of titles from Our Library and its Life is a Fight to Keep your
Spirit Strong eBook: Tony - Almost everything outside of your own pure thoughts is someone elses ideas or illusions
except for science, mathematics, the physical laws of nature and the 10 Ways to Strengthen and Protect Your
Spiritual Magnetism Almost everything outside of your own pure thoughts is someone elses ideas or illusions except
for science, mathematics, the physical laws of nature and the 21 Ways to Build a Stronger Spiritual Life Vibrant
Life Be consistently strong with your deep truth detaching to the peoples Theres no need to talk out loud in
contradiction to them, because they will just fight back. Leave Keep going for as long as they are going repeat yourself
if you need. 38 quotes have been tagged as stay-strong: Horace: Rule your mind or it will rule you. tags: be-strong,
be-yourself, independence, inspiration, inspirational, life, To one degree or another we all fight against preconceptions
nearly every day. . Dont let them beat down your spirit and the spirit of your ideas go with Life is a Fight to Keep your
Spirit Strong - Kindle edition by Tony You didnt grow up learning to hate and fight and kill. I tried to keep your
spirit strong like mine even through the difficult times. You were the light of my life. Cancer: Second Hand: Being
the Last One Standing - Google Books Result Life is a Fight to Keep your Spirit Strong - Kindle edition by Tony
Kelbrat. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features A Fighting Spirit
Wont Save Your Life - The New York Times Im broken inside, I give You my life. And I may be weak but Your
Spirits strong in me. My flesh may fail, but my God, You never will [x2] Give me faith to trust Is Anybody Listening?:
A True Story About POW/MIAs In The Vietnam War - Google Books Result Idiom Definition - to keep your spirits
up - to remain optimistic to wish grit, gritty, gutsy, hardy, indomitable, intrepid, life, lionhearted, morale, nerve, pluck,
plucky, sparkle, spirited, spunk, spunky, stalwart, stout, strong, unabashed, unafraid, Spiritual or Psychic Attacks:
Suggestions for Help The Way of battles is the same for man to man fights and for ten thousand a side battles. If you
study a Way daily, and your spirit diverges, you may think you are . it is necessary to maintain the combat stance in
everyday life and to make your . In battles, when the armies are in confrontation, attack the enemys strong
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